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®
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Save time
Reduce time spent on minutes and improve
transcription precision.

Annotate at any time
Take notes during and after the recordings to
add comments or references.

Increase your productivity
Record from a desktop or laptop computer.
Through a search and playback web interface,
access recordings anywhere and at any time.

AUDIO RECORDING
AND ASSOCIATED DATA
CAPTURE SOLUTION
Voxlog Suite is a voice recording software designed
to adapt to different market types including judicial
and administrative tribunals and municipal courts.

Quick search
Quick and easy search for audio files using a
precise time reference, even while recording.

Capture your hearings, add annotations, secure and
control access, integrate your roll for hearing search
and listen audio files.
Easy to use, Voxlog Suite will help you optimize
performance, improve operational efficiency and
document your decisions especially.

Document your decisions
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Should you need audio capture for one room or for thousands
of rooms, located in various buildings connected through a local
or wide area network, or even for mobile recording, Voxlog Suite
is your choice solution.

VOXLOG SUITE
CONFIGURATION

Room 1

Voxlog Client Lite
Judge

Room 2

Voxlog Web

Voxlog Client Lite

Playback Station

Judge

Voxlog Client

Central Server

Voxlog Monitor

Courtroom
Monitoring Station

Voxlog Backup
Voxlog Restore

Voxlog Web

Playback Station

Playback Station

Voxlog Client

Courtroom Station

Voxlog Server

Voxlog Web

Courtroom Station

Voxlog Integrator

Voxlog Client
Mobile Station

Voxlog Copy

Copy Station

Voxlog Client Lite
Transcription Station

Voxlog Stat
Statistics
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VOXLOG SUITE
INCLUDED SOFTWARE

VOXLOG

VOXLOG

Enables the complete audio capture of a hearing or
meeting and the association of information such as the
roll for hearing data and the annotations.

Search and listen audio files as well as give the same
permissions to a large group of users in your
organization.

®

client

Record, search and listen
Numerous alarm and restriction levels
Enables audio capture in a fixed room or on the road
Easy to use, complete and accurate: Requires minimal
training
Foot pedal support
General annotations can be managed from any
computer

®

client lite

Add, remove and correct annotations
Accessible from a desktop or laptop computer
Listen to your hearing or meeting at the right time
Listen to the audio files privately and discreetly

VOXLOG

VOXLOG

Digital copying including annotations of hearings and
meetings for your internal and external customers.

Enables a secure, stable and reliable communication
between Voxlog Client, Voxlog Client Lite, Voxlog Copy
and the database (DB) where the data is stored.

®

copy

Make complete or partial copies
Replay software included
Invoicing module
Allows copying on CD/DVD, USB or other digital
formats

®

server

Secures all authentication and information search
Simple approach; licenses can be replaced or moved
Numerous databases supported
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VOXLOG SUITE
INCLUDED SOFTWARE

VOXLOG

VOXLOG

Through 6 reports, Voxlog Stat offers a comprehensive
view of the physical use of rooms as well as their
availability, the number of cases, their duration, and a lot
more.

Monitor the state of your hearing or meeting rooms in
real time.

®

®

monitor

stat

Allows resource usage analysis in a hearing setting
Gives a clear and precise picture of the
hearing/meeting rooms usage

Indicates the status (recording, paused, stopped) of
each court room in real time
Lets you see the status of your court rooms without
going anywhere

Allows better management of physical, budgetary and
human resources

VOXLOG

VOXLOG

Voxlog Player is a utility software that facilitates the
playback of your hearings or meetings.

For each case heard, Voxlog Integrator enables the
integration of roll for hearing information into the
Voxlog solution.

®

player

Does not require any download or installation
Direct access to the annotations of court clerks
associated to the case

®

integrator

Simple and efficient docket of the day integration
Adds information to the case file and makes the
minutes more comprehensive
Facilitates the search for case files
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TECHNICAL
IMPROVEMENTS

Database

Security
Advanced security measures implementation:
Fallback in case of fault functioning
Transactions audit trail
Consultation – listening
Confidentiality changes
Exportation (burning)
Metadata modification (annotations)
Active directory integration
Unique authentication
Links to corporate security policies

DB MS SQL 2012 and Oracle 11G Support
Inscription of the original MD5 key in database
MS-SQL 2008 Express local support
Better recovery capacity
Easy management

System
Record, search and playback
Comprehensive annotations for faster transcription
Personal notes
Monitoring of recording station
Files central copy solution
Included Backup and Recovery
2 or 4 channel recording

Files transfer between local stations to a supervised
and secure server
Docket of the day integration
Windows 7 and 8 Support
Windows 2008 and 2012 Support
VM Ware Support * except Voxlog Client components
IIS Support
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